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A: You need to read the comments and the code carefully. Why you get
System.StackOverflowException? def skipCrlf () { If you have a at the end of the line, then you end

up creating an infinite loop. If your line ends with \r , then you don't even check the last line, you just
write the file over it. What's wrong with your code? If by _file you refer to the file stream, then you
will never call close() on that stream again. You need to close it after the first iteration. c = new

string[lineNumber]; You don't need the c - it's lineNumber. If you want to convert to an array of char,
then you need to replace this with char[] c = new char[lineNumber]; What's wrong with your

variables? You keep writing number one everywhere. I believe you want to count from zero, so you
need to change this to var lineNumber = 1; What should you do after skipping the CR line? If it ends
with CR only, then you need to output the current line. If it ends with CR and LF, then you need to

output the current line plus the next line. If it ends with LF only, then you need to output the current
line. If it ends with CR and LF, then you need to print the current line and the next line and only then

call skipCrlf on the next line. You need to check the cases more carefully. Why do you print
lineNumber? What is that supposed to do? After skipping the CR line, you need to write the next line,
so you need to move lineNumber to one before writing the line. You have to write the line, don't you?
So before writing the line, you need to print the lineNumber, too. Why you're getting this exception?

Check where you're calling skipCrlf and skipLF. Basically, you do this: while ((sc =
stream.ReadLine())!= null) { if (sc[0] == '\r') skipCrlf(); if (sc[0] == ' ') skip
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